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Building a Gasfield Free Community 
in the Mangrove Mountain District 

 
This process has been adapted from one developed by Lock the Gate. It is outlined in the "Guide for Mining Free Communities" 

which is available on their website http://www.lockthegate.org.au/mining_free 
 
The aim of our GFC initiative:  
•   is to build a pro-active, well informed, inclusive community group  
•   to raise awareness of the potential threats to the community that the authorities     

  are not controlling 
•   and to empower the community to act to protect what they love.  

 
This community cohesiveness allows us to increase our awareness of threats to the 
community, build political pressure and  send a strong message that our community 
will not tolerate unregulated and destructive exploitation of our environment. 
 
 
Establishing  Gasfield Free Communities in our District 
The process involves seeking consensus in the community for the establishment of a 
GFC. This increases awareness of the issues and threats, and provides the 
community with an organisational structure to challenge current or future threats.  
 
The strategy that was used in the Northern Rivers was very successful, and we are 
suggesting that we follow their model: 

• A community survey is done along local roads. 
• If a majority of residents want their roads and lands declared Gasfield Free 

they put up road signs and organise a celebration. 
• The community invites the media to the celebration and presents their Road 

Declaration scrolls to the Mayor, another  senior representative of Council,  a 
local MP or other local identity. 

• It's important to note that a Road declaration is not a 'petition' asking for 
something. It is a community's declaration of intent to defend itself from 
invasive industries. 

 
 
What can a Gasfield Free Community initiative achieve?  
It can:  

•  Raise awareness of threats in our entire community. 
•  Empower community members to act to protect what they love. 
•  Send a strong signal that our community will not tolerate uncontrolled 

invasive industries, and build political pressure. 
•  Generate positive media...celebrations attract all sections of society to the 

campaign 
•  After going Gasfield Free (Stage One), the community can form a local action 

cell (Stage Two). Local groups like this can be immensely valuable in a 
campaign, and help to build a potent social movement. 

•  Other campaign strategies (media, political, corporate, peaceful direct action) 
gather traction once a Gasfield Free Community is running. It removes the 
illusion of 'social licence' for  unwanted industrial activity.  
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Organising the Survey  
Step 1: Organise a Community Survey  
Get the 'seed group' (current volunteers) to help organise a Community 
Meeting....with the aim of gaining community awareness of the road survey, 
attracting volunteers to assist in the survey process, raising donations to assist in the 
process and organising the celebrations. Several local Community Meetings might 
be necessary, because of the large geographical area that is involved. 
Several people from the 'seed group' can coordinate the project, but everyone can 
help with encouraging a large group of residents to attend the "Community Meeting' 
and: 

• Deciding on a time and date. 
• Booking a hall (that can be darkened for showing the film) 
• Promoting the GFC meeting, to get locals to attend. Publicity should be 

reasonably neutral and appeal to different kinds of people. 
• Distributing simple hand written road signs (Gasfields Here?) which are 

effective and cheap, along with local posters, community newsletters and 
distribution of information packs to local schools and community groups. 

• Writing articles for local press and newsletters. 
 
Preparation for the Community Meeting  
Members of the seed group should meet to: 
• Decide number of volunteers required to do the survey and organise the 

celebration. 
• Arrange a data projector, screen and powered speakers (the movie impact 

depends on sound).  
• Produce a Powerpoint presentation.  
• Choose film to be shown.  
• Decide on presenters.  
• Collect sample resources for display (DVD's, survey flyer, survey forms, 

survey tip sheets, spreadsheets and LTG signs)  
• Organise someone to take care of afternoon tea to raise money.  
• Organise someone to take care of hustling for donations, to cover all the 

expenses for the project.  
• Have maps of the district on the walls for discussion. 
• Organise someone to record contact details of everyone who volunteers to be 

part of the survey process.  
• Arrive an hour before the meeting to get everything working.  

 
 
Organising the Survey  
Step 2:The Actual Community Meeting 
By the end of the Community Meeting you aim to have: 

1. A decision to go Gasfield Free (by hands raised), and to initiate the survey 
2. Enough Volunteers and a coordinator for all the roads, their names and 

contact details. 
3. A 'follow up' meeting organised to train survey teams and provide survey 

kits. 
4. Collected enough funds to cover costs of flyers, DVD duplication, Road 

Declarations, Road Signs and Hall Hire.  
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At the Community Meeting 
 
Be clear about the proposition being put: 
 
"Do you want the community in the Mangrove Mountains District to declare 
itself Gasfield Free"? 
 
The meeting process is about engaging people and drawing them into active roles. 

• Show the LTG Gasfields film. This builds community, as people watch it 
together. 

• Explain that you will be putting a proposal that this community goes Gasfield 
Free, and that they will be asked to raise their hands for YES, NO or NOT 
SURE. 

• Explain what going Gasfield Free means. Answer a few questions but don't 
get bogged down in discussion. 

• Put the proposition: "Do you want your neighbourhood Gasfield Free" and let 
them know that all responses are OK 

 
Count number YES, NO, NOT SURE. 


